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R
ecent advances spanning different
fields of research continue to reveal
a variety of nanosized substances in

the commercial, industrial, and governmen-
tal sectors.1,2 The emergence of the proteo-
mics field, for example, has yielded a
number of biomarkers for the early detec-
tion of cancer, while that of green science
and technology has generated an increased
awareness for environmental toxins such
as heavy metals and biological agents.3�6

Probes, in the broadest sense of the term,
are commonly employed to meet the grow-
ing demand for the detection and quantifi-
cation of such target analytes.
Nanosized probes are particularly attrac-

tive for a number of reasons that include,
but are not limited to, the following: (1) a
high surface-area-to-volume ratio for the
maximization of target interaction,( 2) small
physical size for the minimization of size-
induced steric hindrance, and( 3) the capa-
city to take advantage of unique physical,
chemical, and optical properties that
naturally materialize at the nanoscale. From
simple organic substances such as proteins
and liposomes, synthetics such as dendri-
mers, to inorganic materials such as quan-
tum dots or gold nanoparticles, a wide
spectrum of nanoconstructs form the
foundational for subsequent implementa-
tion into a functional probe. For instance, a

dendrimer-based system uses aptamers
(ligand-binding nucleic acids) for the detec-
tion of Botulinum neurotoxin.7 In another
example, gold nanoparticles are surface-
conjugated with yeast iso-1-cytochrome C
via a thiol group and used to detect changes
in pH.8 In a different study, CdSe quantum
dots are labeled with metalloprotein for the
detection of maltose.9

Prima facie, these various probes are a
collection of random parts. A closer look,
however, reveals an organized assembly
of components, the specifics of which are
determined by the application. In other
words, each of the biosensor probes is
composed of a basic construct (i.e., dendri-
mers, gold nanoparticles, protein cages,
etc.), an adaptor unit (i.e., chemical unit,
enzymes, etc.), and a targeting moiety
(antibody, peptide, aptamer, etc.). It is im-
portant to note that the different probes
are developed out of a context-driven tem-
plate in which the application determines
the type of components needed during
the assembly of the nanoconstruct probe.
Consequently, any application of the nano-
construct probe is often preceded by time-
consuming and often challenging heuristic
optimization methods. In addition, it is im-
portant to note that many nanoconstruct
probes are generated via a nonspecific
chemical reaction between the different
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ABSTRACT The generation of nanosized probes often requires

time-intensive and application-specific optimization processes that

involve conjugating a nanoconstruct to a targeting moiety. Herein, we

genetically modify apoferritin and generate a universal interface

system composed of protein G and 6�His-tag. The resulting construct, conferred with modularity and high targeting efficiency, is applied toward two distinct

applications in the detection of a pancreatic cancer biomarker and used to demonstrate its potential in the facile exchange of nanoprobe components.
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components, such as the use of carboiimide-based
NHS/EDC chemistry. While such approaches are well-
established, more importantly, they deprive the nano-
construct probe of directionality. For instance, the lack
of proper spatial presentation of the targeting moiety
not only results in a decreased targeting efficiency and
thus increased expense, but also increases the chance
of nonspecific interactions between the nanoconstruct
probes and therefore that of the probability of aggrega-
tion. In this context, a universal interface system capable
of providing a means to overcome application-specific
demands is invaluable. Furthermore, the ability to spa-
tially orient targeting moieties to ensure maximum
detection functionality is a necessary andpractical setup.
Put simply, a modular nanoconstruct conferred with
directionality of its targeting moiety is highly desirable
for the facile construction of a wide range of probes.
Herein, we propose to transform human apoferritin10

(AFTN) into a modular construct for the facile exchange
of different sets of components (Scheme 1). Heavy
chain AFTN subunits are genetically modified to express
protein G and 6�His-tag, which act in tandem to co-
nfer a universal interface system to the self-assembled

nanoconstruct. Specifically, any antibody and Ni-NTA-
functionalized nanoparticle can be bound via protein G
and 6�His-tag,11,12 respectively, to form unique probes;
the modularity and high targeting efficiency of the
platform is demonstrated via two separate instances
in the detection of Claudin-4, an integral membrane
pancreatic cancer biomarker that is highly expressed in
the tight junctions of pancreatic cancer cells.13

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AFTN, a highly conserved protein for the storage and
transportation of iron, is composed of 24 subunits
which undergo self-assembly to form a 4-helical bun-
dle in the form of a hollow spherical shell.10 Generally,
the 24 subunits are composed of two types, H (heavy)
and L (light), and assemble in different ratios to form
a variety of isoferritins.14,15 By genetically modify-
ing the H subunit to express two types of universal
adaptor units (Figure 1A), and by taking advantage
of the natural self-assembly of AFTN into spherical
shells, we generate a modular unit of H subunit-based
apoferritin (mAFTN). Specifically, each subunit is in-
duced to express protein G (a cell-surface protein on

Scheme 1. Apoferritin-based modular nanoconstruct. Each of the 24 heavy chain apoferritin subunits is genetically modified to
express twoadaptor units: 6�His-tagandproteinG. The resultingmodifiedapoferritin (mAFTN) basic unit canbe conjugatedwith a
construct surface-functionalized with Ni-NTA via interaction with its 6�His-tag adaptor unit, and with an antibody via interaction
with itsproteinGadaptorunit.Awide rangeofdifferentnanoconstructprobes canbeproduced fromthemodularmAFTNbasicunit
by combiningoneof the 'n' typesof constructs surface-functionalizedwithNi-NTAderivativeswithoneof the 'm' typesof antibodies
commercially available. Three examples have been listed to demonstrate the potential to usemAFTN as amodular nanoconstruct.
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streptococcal bacteria) and 6�His-tag, which interact
with the Fc region of antibodies and nickel-nitriolotria-
cetic acid (Ni-NTA), respectively, in a well-documented
manner.11,12,16�19 Individually, the charged/polar in-
teraction between protein G and the Fc region of an
antibody has an equilibrium constant of approximately
1.13� 108 M�1, while the coordination bond between
a 6�His-tag and Ni-NTA has a dissociation constant of
approximately 1 � 10�13.20,21 Here, the use of protein
G confers directionality to the targeting moiety in that
protein G binds to the Fc region of an antibody, there-
by orienting the antibody in an outward direction and
thus rendering the Fab region sterically accessible.
Furthermore, the use of 6�His-tag enables the con-
jugation of any additional construct to mAFTN pro-
vided its surface-modification with Ni-NTA. In essence,
given the wide availability of commercial antibodies
and the ease with which components can be surface-
modified with Ni-NTA derivatives, the introduction of
two universal adaptor units, 6�His-tag and protein G,
provides the flexibility to engineer a number of differ-
ent types of antibody/Ni-NTA-based nanoconstruct
probes from a single mAFTN unit. In this study, we
demonstrate the feasibility of mAFTN as a modular
construct through two distinct applications in the
detection of Claudin-4 (CLDN4), a pancreatic cancer

biomarker. For both applications, a bacterial expres-
sion system is used to synthesize mAFTN with the
extraluminal surface expression of 6�His-tag and pro-
tein G. Gene sequencing indicates proper synthesis
of mAFTN (Supporting Information Figure S1), and
the successfully engineered mAFTN exhibits a spheri-
cal morphology with an average outer diameter of
12.63 nm as assessed via transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) mea-
surements (Figure 1, panels B and C, respectively). For
the purpose of this study, anti-CLDN4 antibodies
(aCLDN4) are then added in equal molar concentration
to mAFTN, followed by purification via microfiltration
to ensure removal of unconjugated aCLDN4. Purified
mAFTN/aCLDN4 intermediate constructs have an aver-
age hydrodynamic diameter of 14.79 nm and retain a
size distribution profile similar to that of mAFTN as
assessed by DLS (Figure 1C). It is important to note the
potential modularity of the mAFTN nanoconstruct in
which aCLDN4 can be replaced with any other anti-
body by utilizing the protein G adaptor unit. Further-
more, it is worth mentioning that the number of
antibodies bound per mAFTN could be modified for
an entirely different set of applications, in which
modularity is conferred through the ability to easily
change the number of conjugated constructs (e.g., an

Figure 1. Engineering apoferritin to use as a modular construct. (A) A modular AFTN construct (mAFTN) is engineered by
genetically modifying heavy chain apoferritin (AFTN-H) to generate a fusion protein construct with protein G and 6�His-tag.
Both adaptor units are expressed on the extraluminal surface of eachmAFTN subunit. (B) TEM imageof hollow spherical shells
indicate proper self-assembly of mAFTN subunits (scale bar = 100 nm). (C) Size distribution of intermediate mAFTN�aCLDN4
nanoconstructs as assessed via DLS measurements (n = 3).
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efficient capture system in which mAFTN is conju-
gated with multiple antibodies to generate a type of
“nanosponge”).
In the first application, we apply CdSe(ZnS) quantum

dots (QDs) to the mAFTN/aCLDN4 constructs to gen-
erate a mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probe capable of
the highly sensitive detection of CLDN4 (Figure 2A).
QDs, an inorganic material with excellent optical prop-
erties compared to those of conventional organic
fluorophores,22,23 are conjugated in excess to a single
unit of mAFTN, thereby providing a means to increase
the signal output. The natural affinity of 6�His-tag on
mAFTN for Ni-NTA onQDs is used in the conjugation of
QDs to mAFTN. Given that the CdSe(ZnS) QDs are
prepared in organic solvents, they are first water-
solubilized using a combination of lipids as previously
described24 and functionalized with a minute amount
of Ni-NTA. Water-solubilized and Ni-NTA-functiona-
lized QDs exhibit minimal aggregation (Supporting
Information Figure S2A), have an average diameter of
10.32 nm (Supporting Information Figure S2B), and
retain an excellent quantum yield of approximately
90% (Supporting Information Figure S2C). The increase
in hydrodynamic diameter of the processed QDs may
be larger thanexpectedwhencompared tounprocessed
QDs due to the presence of lipids around the processed
QDs, which act to increase themicroviscosity around the

NPs and in effect, the apparent diameter. The successful
conjugation of multiple QDs onto mAFTN is verified via

an increase in the mean size of the nanoconstructs
(Figure 2B) and further corroborated through TEM
images (Figure 2C) of the mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct
probes. Furthermore, given that the addition of excess
imidazole liberates Ni-NTA-functionalized QDs from pro-
tein G,25 the conjugation of QDs to mAFTN is based on
the interaction between Ni-NTA and 6�His-tag rather
than other nonspecific interactions. Finally, the targeting
capacity of the mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probes for
CLDN4 is demonstrated in vitro by adding them to a
pancreatic cancer cell line (Capan-1), which overex-
presses CLDN4 (Figure 2D).26 To exclude the possibility
of functionalized QDs binding to Capan-1 cells via the
interactionbetweenNimoieties on theQDwithhistidine
amino acids on native Capan-1 proteins, only QDs are
administered to the cells (Figure 2E). In-depth analyses
by other groups with regards to the binding kinetics of
histidine to Ni-NTA provide further evidence that Ni-NTA
preferentially forms significantlymore stable bondswith
6�His-tags than with single or even double histidine
residues.27 Also, to determine an estimate of number
of QDs per mAFTN unit, an additional control group
(Figure 2F) in which a single QD is conjugated to a single
aCLDN4 via protein G is used as previously described.28

Furthermore, a commercially available aCLDN4 antibody

Figure 2. Fabrication of mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probes for the supersensitive detection of CLDN4 via fluorescence. (A)
Schematic representation of multiple water-solubilized and Ni-NTA-functionalized CdSe(ZnS) QDs bound to a
mAFTN�aCLDN4 complex. (B) mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probes are approximately 23.89 nm in diameter (n = 3). (C) TEM
image of mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probes (main image scale bar = 20 nm; inset scale bar = 5 nm). (D) Phase contrast and
fluorescence images of targeted CLDN4 on Capan-1 cells are taken after treatment with mAFTN-Ab-QD, (E) QD only, (F)
aCLDN4-QD, and (G) aCLDN4-564. (H) Phase contrast and fluorescent images of HPDE cells are taken after incubation with
mAFTN-Ab-QD. Scale bars for both phase contrast and fluorescent images represent 200 μm. (I) Relative intensity
measurements per cell demonstrate an approximately 27-fold increase in fluorescence detection sensitivity for mAFTN-
QD nanoconstruct probes over conventional fluorophores.
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conjugated with a fluorophore (Alexa 564) is used as an
internal control (Figure 2H). Finally, to verify specificity of
the mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probes for CLDN4, the
probes are administered to Human Pancreatic Ductal
Epithelial (HPDE) cells, which do not express any CLDN4
(Figure 2H). Through a comparative analysis in signal
intensity among the different groups, we demonstrate
an approximately 27-fold increase in the fluorescence
detection sensitivity over conventional organic fluoro-
phores and a 6-fold increase over single QDs (Figure 2I).
Put simply, themAFTN-QDnanoconstruct probes exhibit
an approximately 4.5-fold increase in intensity over
singleQDs. In otherwords, assuminga linear relationship
between the number of QDs and the resulting signal
intensity, we estimate that each mAFTN unit is there-
fore capable of harboring between 4 and 5 QDs. How-
ever, when taking into account the similar size and
spherical shapeofQDs (averagehydrodynamicdiameter
= 10.32 nm) and mAFTN units (average hydrodynamic
diameter = 12.63 nm), we should expect to see approxi-
mately 6 QDs bound per mAFTN unit. Furthermore,
TEM images indicate approximately 5 to 6 QDs per
mAFTN unit (Figure 2C). This slight discrepancy could

be attributed to the close distance between themultiple
QDs conjugated to mAFTN, which could act to quench
the fluorescence signal emitted by the mAFTN-QD
nanoconstruct probes, thereby underestimating the
number of QDs per mAFTN unit. In essence, given the
dichotomy between current technological limitations
and the emerging demand for a sensor that can over-
come issues of sensitivity at low analyte concentrations
that often beset fluorescent-molecule-based probes, the
highly sensitive mAFTN-QD nanoconstruct probes are a
promising alternative. Furthermore, the quantifiable op-
tical properties of QDs29 used in the constructs can be
utilized to determine absolute numbers of biomarkers,24

and could provide additional insight.
Such fluorescence imaging is excellent in its ease of

use and capacity to provide information on the pre-
sence of a biomarker on a widespread cellular level. To
provide further information, such as the spatial dis-
tribution of biomarker at the subcellular level, electron
microscopy (EM) is commonly used during which gold
nanoparticle (AuNP) conjugates are extensively em-
ployed for their high electron density. In the second
application, we fabricate mAFTN-AuNP nanoconstruct

Figure 3. Fabrication of mAFTN-Au nanoconstruct probes for a detailed examination of CLDN4 distribution via electron
microscopy. (A) Schematic representation of multiple water-solubilized and Ni-NTA-functionalized Au nanoparticles bound
to amAFTN�aCLDN4 complex. (B) mAFTN-Au nanoconstruct probes are approximately 23.75 nm in diameter as assessed via
DLSmeasurements (n=3). (C) TEM imageofmAFTN-Au nanoconstruct probes (main image scale bar = 20nm; inset scale bar =
5 nm). (D) TEM images of the intercellular region of Capan-1 cells are taken after treatment with mAFTN-Au (white circles
indicate clusters of Au nanoparticles) and (E) Au only. Scale bars for the top left images represent 1 μm and the scale bars for
images 1, 2, and 3 represent 100 nm. Scale bars for the insets for images 1, 2, and 3 in panel D represent 50 nm.
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probes by applying functionalized AuNPs to the same
basic mAFTN/aCLDN4 constructs used in the first
application, and subsequently use them to examine
the spatial distribution of CLDN4 on Capan-1 via TEM.
The AuNPs used in this application are synthesized and
subsequently surface-modified with readily available
derivatives of Ni-NTA (Supporting Information Figure
S3A). Furthermore, the functionalized AuNPs, which
yield an average hydrodynamic diameter of 8.7 nm
(Supporting Information Figure S3B), exhibit maximum
absorbance at a gold-specific wavelength of approxi-
mately 520 nm (Supporting Information Figure S3C),
indicating that the functionalization process has no
effect on the optical properties of gold. Multiple sur-
face-modified AuNPs are then bound to intermediate
mAFTN�aCLDN4 constructs through the 6�His-tag
adaptor unit (Figure 3A) to yield mAFTN-AuNP nano-
construct probeswith an average diameter of 23.75 nm
(Figure 3B). It should be noted that the size distribution
profile is retained, indicative of a relatively homoge-
neous population of hybrid nanoconstructs with a
similar number of AuNPs per mAFTN unit. The con-
jugation of multiple AuNPs onto mAFTN is further
confirmed via TEM (Figure 3C). To determine the
targeting capacity of the mAFTN-AuNP nanoconstruct
probes, they are applied to Capan-1 and imaged via

TEM to obtain subcellular level information on the
spatial distribution of CLDN4, a component of cellular
tight junctions (Figure 3D). TEM images of Capan-1
targeted with the nanoconstruct probes indicate a
spatial preference of CLDN4 toward the intercellular
region of Capan-1. On the other hand, the absence of
functionalized AuNPs in the control TEM images de-
monstrates minimal nonspecific binding of AuNPs to
the cells via interaction between the Ni-NTA moieties
on AuNPs and the single histidine residues on the cells,
thereby demonstrating a specific targeting capacity of
the mAFTN-AuNP nanoconstruct probes for CLDN4
(Figure 3E). It is worth noting that the clusters of AuNPs
observed in Figure 3C opens the possibility for a more
efficient means of hyperthermal anticancer treatment
over that of single AuNPs. Further opportunities lie
within in vivo applications, given the small size of the
hybrid nanoconstruct probe and the biocompatibility of
FTN (data not shown) and AuNPs. It should, however, be
noted that a potential limitation in the current setup for
prospective in vivo applications lies in the use of Ni-NTA
and its potential toxicity. In addition, the interaction
between Ni-NTA and histidine has been shown to be
dependent on extrinsic factors such as pH and ionic

strength. Consequently, the generation of a covalent
bond between histidine and Ni-NTA, followed by
quenching of Ni2þ ions,30 could be an alternative
method that is both biocompatible and independent
of such extrinsic factors. Furthermore, potential limita-
tions due to the use of Ni-NTA can effectively be
circumvented by switching the type of universal adap-
tor unit to other common interactions (e.g., biotin and
streptavidin).

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a modular system
based on human heavy chain apoferritin. The potential
of modularity of the nanoconstruct is provided on two
fronts: (1) the directional binding of any antibody via

the interaction between its Fc region and the adaptor
unit protein G, and (2) the binding of any nanoparticle
via the interaction between Ni-NTA moieties on its
surface and the adaptor unit 6�His-tag. The resulting
mAFTN-based nanoconstruct probe is limited only by
the number of commercially available antibody with
regards to its targeting specificity. Along the same
lines, most nanoparticles can easily be surface-mod-
ified with Ni-NTA derivatives, effectively presenting a
means to append any nanoparticle to the mAFTN-
based nanoconstruct probe. Herein, we have demon-
strated two distinct applications as a proof-of-concept
of the modularity of the system. It is worth noting that
the current modular system can be further expanded
when considering other potential uses of apoferritin.
For instance, a pH-dependent assembly and disassem-
bly mechanism31 could be used to generate a unit
hybrid nanoconstruct consisting of multiple types of
nanoparticles. Additionally, different functionalities of
H and L subunits and their expression correlation with
tissue type and the physiological state of cells32,33 could
be taken into account to form different isoferritin com-
binations for added functionality. Furthermore, the hol-
low core of apoferritin, which has been utilized to
encapsulate various materials for a number of different
applications,34�36 could be loaded with therapeutic
drugs for site-selective release and treatment of various
cancers. Finally, when considering that the type of
universal adaptor unit can be switched via genetic
manipulation to utilize other common interactions, the
possibilities are further expanded. In essence, an AFTN-
based universal interface system composed of 6�His-
tag and protein G adaptor units confers simplicity and
flexibility to the resulting hybrid nanoconstruct probe
and, with it, has the potential to impact various fields.

METHODS
Genetic Modification of Apoferritin. The gene for human heavy-

chain apoferritin was purchased from Origene (FTH1:
NM_002032) and inserted into a T7-based pET-28b(þ) vector

flanked by restriction enzymes NdeI and BamHI. The gene for
protein G was provided by GeneScript in a pUC57 plasmid
cloning vector, and excised for insertion into the pET-28b(þ)
vector. The gene sequences for protein G and 6�His-tag were
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inserted near the C-terminus for their extraluminal orientation.
The vectors for the expression of mAFTN were amplified by
heat-shock treatment into DH5R (NEB #C2987H), and expressed
and self-assembled in BL21 bacterial cells (Koramdeolab).
Finally, the bacterial cells were lysed via tip sonication and
mAFTN was purified using Ni-NTA His-Bind Resin (Qiagen
#70666) and a Ni-NTA buffer kit (Novagen #70899-3). mAFTN
was sent to Cosmogenetech for gene sequence analysis.

Water-Solubilization and Ni-NTA Functionalization of Quantum
Dots. 1-Myristoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (MHPC;
Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. #855575), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phoethanolamine-N-(methoxy polyethylene glycol)-2000 (DPPE-
PEG2000; Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. #880120), and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl) iminodiacetic acid succinyl
nickel salt (Ni-NTA; Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. #790404) were added in
a 80%, 15%, 5%mol ratio to a chloroform solution of quantumdots
(QDs; QD Solution Nanodot HE-series 100�620 nm). The resulting
solution was added dropwise to 2 mL of distilled water (DI water),
briefly sonicated for 1min, andcontinually heated for 1hat 90 �C to
evaporate excess chloroform and facilitate the exchange of
solvent into DI water. The subsequent water-solubilized QD
solution (surface modified with MHPC, PEG, and Ni-NTA) was
sonicated for 30 min to ensure single particle suspension and
spun at 14000g for 10 min. The supernatant was collected
and filtered through a 0.2 μm syringe filter for further removal
of any aggregates. To measure the quantum yield of the
water-solubilized and functionalized QDs, a Protoflex Quan-
tum Efficiency Measurement System (QE-1100) was used to
measure the number of photons absorbed and those emitted
as photoluminescence upon excitation at 365 nm. After a
baseline was set using a reference sample (DPBS), the ratio of
photons emitted as photoluminescence to those absorbed
by the QDs was calculated to find the quantum yield.

Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles and Ni-NTA Functionalization. Gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) were synthesized by adding 30 wt %
HAuCl4 in HCl solution (Sigma-Aldrich #334049) to oleylamine
(Sigma-Aldrich #O7805) at 60 �C. The resulting mixture was
magnetically stirred for 15min, then stirred at 120 �C for 30min,
and finally stirred at 210 �C for 1 h. The mixture was slowly
cooled and immersed in ethanol for subsequent washing steps.
Each wash cycle consisted of centrifugation at 5000 rpm for
10min, followed by removal of supernatant and resuspension in
ethanol. After three washing cycles, the samples were left to dry
for 3 h and ultimately resuspended in hexane. The synthesized
AuNPs were then water-solubilized and functionalized with Ni-
NTA in the same manner as QDs.

Fabrication and Characterization of Various Nanoconstruct Probes.
mAFTN, purified and dialyzed into PBS, was incubated with an
equivalent molar amount of mouse anti-human-CLDN4 mono-
clonal antibody (Invitrogen #329400) at room temperature for
1 h to yield intermediate mAFTN/aCLDN4 nanoconstructs.
To ensure removal of unconjugated CLDN4 monoclonal anti-
body, the reaction solution was purified via centrifugation
through a Nanosep microfiltration device at 14 000g for 3 min
(Pall Corporation #OD300C34). Purified intermediate mAFTN/
aCLDN4 constructs were subsequently analyzed with dynamic
light scattering (Malvern Zeta-sizer) to generate a size distribu-
tion profile.Water-solubilized andNi-NTA-functionalizedQDs or
Au nanoparticles were then added to mAFTN/aCLDN4 at a 10-
fold molar excess amount and incubated at room temperature
for 2 h. Size distribution profiles were obtained for both result-
ing nanoconstruct probes, and TEM images were taken after
sample preparation (FEI G2 F20 Tecnai).

Cell Culture and Maintenance. Capan-1 cells were purchased
from Korean Cell Line Bank (KCLB #30079) at passage 39 and
maintained in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM;
Invitrogen #12440-061) supplemented with 20% FBS and 1%
antibiotic-antimycotic (Invitrogen #15240-062). Human Pan-
creatic Ductal Epithelial (HPDE) cells were a generous gift from
Dr. Jong Kyun Lee of the Samsung Medical Center and main-
tained in Keratinocyte-SFM supplemented with human recom-
binant Epidermal Growth Factor (rEGF), Bovine Pituitary Extract
(BPE), and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (Invitrogen #15240-062).
For immunofluorescence experiments, cells were seeded onto
24-well plates and incubated for 3 days before subsequent

fixationwith 3.7% formaldehyde. For TEM imaging experiments,
cells were seeded onto Cell Desk LF1 coverslips (Sumitomo
Bakelite Co., Ltd. #MS-92132) and incubated for 3 days before
subsequent fixation with 3.7% formaldehyde.

Fluorescence Imaging of CLDN-4. Capan-1 and HPDE cells were
incubated for 3 days in 24 well plates before fixation with 3.7%
formaldehyde at 4 �C for 1 h. Fixed cells were then washed with
DPBS (Mg2þ, Ca2þ free) three times and incubatedwith blocking
buffer #1 (50 mM NH4Cl) for 15 min at room temperature. Upon
a washing step with DPBS twice, the cells were then incubated
with 2.13 nM of experimental (mAFTN conjugated with aCLDN4
antibody and QDs) and control groups diluted in blocking
buffer #2 (20 mM imidazole, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1% BSA, 0.05%
Tween 20) for 2 h at room temperature. The appropriate molar
amount of experimental and control groups was optimized
to fully saturate all CLDN-4 receptors on the Capan-1 cells (data
not shown). Finally, the cells were washed with DPBS twice and
imaged under phase contrast (10 ms exposure time) and
fluorescence settings (200 ms exposure time; excitation filter,
BP 350/50; emission filter, BP 605/52) using a Leica DMI6000B
AFC microscope.

Transmission Electron Microscopy Imaging of CLDN-4. Capan-1 cells
were incubated for 3 days on Cell Desk LF1 coverslips
(Sumitomo Bakelite Co., Ltd. #MS-92132) before fixation with
3.7% formaldehyde at 4 �C for 1 h. Fixed cells were treated in the
same manner as done for fluorescence imaging, incubated
with experimental (mAFTN conjugated with aCLDN4 antibody
and Au nanoparticles) and control (Ni-NTA functionalized Au
nanoparticles) groups, washed with DPBS twice to wash away
any unbound constructs, and stored in 4% glutaraldehyde prior
to TEM sample preparation. For TEM sample preparation, the
cells werewashedwith 0.1M cacodylate buffer, post-fixed in 1%
OsO4 for 1 h at 4 �C, and stained en bloc with 2% uranyl acetate
overnight. The sample cells were then serially dehydrated in
ethanol (15 min each in 50, 70, 80, 90, 95 and 100%) and
embedded in Spur's resin. After polymerization for 24 h at 60 �C,
the embedded specimens were sectioned at the thickness of
50 nm on Formvar coated slot grids, stained with 2% uranyl
acetate in 50%methanol followed by lead citrate, and observed
via TEM (Tecnai-G2, FEI, The Nethelands).
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